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Learning the ropes of good mental health
By Rawan Nasser

Expand your resilience
with the JHAH Mental
Health Tool Kit

One of the first things you’re taught
when rock climbing is how to fall. And
while we can all agree that falling isn’t
fun, it is inevitable in climbing as it is in
life. And being prepared for those moments when you are falling can make all
the difference.

This is a downloadable booklet
that guides you through the strategies to increase your emotional
well-being and to help others.
Scan the
QR code to
download the
booklet or visit JHAH.com
and search
Mental Health
Tool Kit.

Our new (anxious) normal

It’s been over a year since COVID-19
broke, shaking every aspect of our lives.
Despite the regularly updated numbers,
it’s difficult to quantify how the pandemic has affected the quality of people’s lives and well-being.

What we do know is that mental
health has been impacted significantly as
COVID-19 has left many feeling stressed,
overwhelmed, and helpless. Developing
a plan to deal with stress not only helps
our own health, it can also help us be
more present for loved ones.

You can’t climb alone

Even though you can climb solo, it
isn’t recommended and lacks the spirit
of camaraderie needed when you face a
difficult route. When dealing with a difficult time, it’s important to know who
to reach out to and what support system
you can rely on.
Johns Hopkins Aramco Healthcare
(JHAH) offers many resources that can
help alleviate feelings of anxiety or isolation during these trying times.
• Call the Emotional Helpline at 013870-1919 to contact a mental health
professional. This confidential service is

Your voice

just need a different mindset.
available to all Aramco employees, and
their family members.
• If you are registered for care with
JHAH, our Mental Health services provide video visits.
• Speak to your primary care physician
or call the Emotional Help Line to discuss this option.

Communicate your needs

Climbing requires communication. The
rope holding you up is being controlled
by a belayer at the bottom, and it’s critical the two of you communicate well to
prevent a bad fall or accident.
When talking to your therapist, counselor, or partner, learn to communicate

Your Voice reflects the thoughts and opinions of
the writer, and not necessarily those of the publication.

Communicating exactly what you
need when you need it will help your
loved ones and health care provider understand how to be there for you. You’ll
also feel more in control of your life and
well-being.

Time and patience

When you first start climbing a route,
it can seem challenging, even daunting.
Knowing when to stop and take a break
is important. Sometimes, you require a
different technique, and sometimes, you

What seemed difficult yesterday may
not be so hard today. So be compassionate with yourself and take as much time
as you need to rest and recover to avoid
burn out. It may seem like an inconvenience right now, but you’ll thank yourself for that dose of self-love in the long
run.
If you are suffering from feelings of
depression, stress, or isolation, call the
JHAH Emotional Help Line, 013-8701919, available Sunday to Thursday
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
If you need further support, you may
be referred for additional services or to
alternative resources best suited to help
you. In case of an emergency, please visit or call the nearest Emergency Department.

Congratulations! You have met work
expectations … I think.

“Meeting work expectations.”
This is one expression that strikes
me whenever it hits my ears. I find
myself thinking when I hear it: What
does it mean exactly? Are we talking
about the same thing? What if your
boss’s notion of work expectations is
different from yours? What happens
when your wife’s or your parent’s
or your kid’s — or even your pet’s
— expectations are different than
yours?

By Abbas Suliman
Dhahran
Abbas.Suliman.1@aramco.com

your needs. Think of your relationship
as one held by a rope. Tell them when
you need more slack to explore something new and take up more space, or
when you need some resistance to keep
you anchored.

I know many of you are probably
smiling and thinking, “Aha … here
is another boring article about performance evaluations.” No, it’s not. I
assure you this is not one of them.
“Meeting work expectations” is
one of the most used phrases related
to an employee’s performance, and
yet few seem to care to ask about
its meaning. Some people pretend
to know; others don’t bother to ask.
This might cause some discomfort or

embarrassment if an employee actually did inquire about the meaning
of the phrase.

I’ve asked some of my ex-workmates what it means to them and I
was shocked to hear a wide range of
completely different interpretations.
Some confirmed that it refers to rules
and regulations, like reporting to
and departing from work. Some indicated certain skills that you have to
master, such as computer or communication skills.
But here is the question: Is there
any written document that tells employees what is specifically expected
of them? Or maybe this information is normally said during the first
meeting with the boss? Or maybe it’s
an unwritten rule? Who knows?
It might be risky if you ever ask
your boss, “What do you expect me
to do?” as this could open the door
for unexpected surprises, so some

people prefer not to ask. That could
hit back if you are described as “not
meeting work expectations.” You
kept working assuming that you do
“meet work expectations.”
On a personal side, I might be a little bit hesitant to ask my dear wife
what she expects from me. That
could drag me into an undesirable
conversation, like helping wash the
dishes and funding some of her expensive trips to shopping malls. It
seems I am often found to be “not
meeting family expectations.”
What about my cat’s expectations?
Sometimes, I give her milk and I can
tell from her meowing that she was
expecting something else. Sometimes I feel my cat hates me watching TV football matches — she seems
to like cartoons. It’s not easy to meet
expectations, especially when you
are not fully sure of what these expectations are in the first place.
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Safety: A journey
that never ends

Aramco celebrates World Day for Safety and
Health at Work: anticipate, prepare, respond
By Richard Bartlett and Adam Currie

It is easy to think of safety as nothing
more than a set of rules to be followed,
yet the reality is that the workplace is
constantly evolving.
April 28 is World Day for Safety and
Health at Work, a reminder of the importance of treating safety as an integral part of life.
Safety is not an off-the-shelf commodity that can simply be implemented, and
a problem that is solved. It is a continuous, never-ending process. Nothing
highlights the need for the evaluation
of safety and health best practices more
than the manner in which the world has
had to adapt to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Protecting everyone

As the world faces one of its greatest health challenges, this day focuses
attention on the efforts being made to
defeat the pandemic while maintaining

a work environment that protects everyone.
Throughout its 87-year history, Aramco has embraced an approach to safety
that has allowed it to tackle challenges
time and again as the nature of work
changes, technology transforms the way
in which people work, and industrial
development revolutionizes the trajectory of the world.
Safe practices and understanding the
role of workers in the safety process,
their interaction with equipment, and
management oversight have all undergone substantial change since the arrival of the company’s first safety engineer
in 1940.

Inclusive, engaging

The emphasis at that time was to manage how people and machinery came
into contact. This was communicated
using simple hand drawn posters by the
company’s safety engineers. Fast for-

ward 81 years and it is clear Aramco’s
approach has become a lot more inclusive and engaging through regular safety meetings, the appointment of visible
safety leadership, and celebrations of
safety successes.
While the company has come a long
way in terms of improving safety for its
workers, Aramco still faces challenges.
Aspects of technology make workplaces
safer by limiting the need for people to
put themselves in hazardous situations,
however, these technologies introduce
new and unfamiliar conditions that require regular appraisal to ensure safety
is not compromised.

Committed to safety

As Aramco celebrates World Day for
Safety and Health at Work, employees
and contractors are reminded that while
markets might fluctuate, business practices might evolve, and technologies might
advance, one thing remains constant: the
company’s commitment to safety.
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Safety is not an offthe-shelf commodity
that can simply be
implemented, and a
problem that is
solved. It is a
continuous, neverending process.
Speaking on the importance of World
Day for Safety and Health at Work,
Ghassan G. Abulfaraj, manager of the
Loss Prevention Department, said, “This
occasion provides us with an opportunity to reflect on the importance of safety
management as part of our business.
The prevention of work-related occupational injuries, illnesses, and fatalities
is not optional, it is an essential and integral part of Aramco’s values and operational sustainability.
“By raising an awareness of safety,
we are reminding ourselves of the hard
work needed to ensure that we send
each and every employee and contractor home safely, every day.”

‘Green zone’ streamlines safe project work on existing facilities
By Mohammad A. Makkawi
and Abdulaziz M. Anbari

A lack of planning can cause significant delays in projects, especially with
the expansion or renovation of existing
facilities. Aramco’s “green zones” strategy addresses such potential impacts.
Aramco’s Project Management Team
(PMT) recently introduced a green zone
area concept for expansion projects being executed by the Marjan and Zuluf
Increment Projects Department (MZIPD)

in the Tanajib area. The strategy helps
navigate resource and logistics challenges while maintaining security and continuous, reliable plant operations by eliminating constraints often associated with
projects on already existing sites.
PMT uses 5 kilometers of temporary
segregation fencing, complete with an
intrusion detection system. Also, personnel enter the area through a locally programmed access control system. Other
measures include gas detection systems

and high-tech biometric devices to detect
potential COVID-19 infections.

Benefits of the green zone segregation fence include a more streamlined
work-permit process, focused emergency
response capabilities, and safe operation
of the plant (as the project workforce is
physically separate from the operational
facility).
With dedicated roads accessing the
project area beyond the bounds of the

operational work area, the movement of
traffic, materials, and heavy equipment is
more free flowing.
The “green zone” concept also helps
streamline access for project workers
via a dedicated gate and access roads, in
turn, expediting construction progress.
All this is done through close collaboration between PMT, Industrial Security
Operations, and the Loss Prevention Department.

Taking steps for a healthier Ramadan
April 28, 2021
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Start exercising, stop smoking,
and make smart food choices
The Holy Month of Ramadan presents
an excellent opportunity for a transition
to a healthier lifestyle. At Johns Hopkins
Aramco Healthcare (JHAH), we strive to
help you make these lifestyle changes
sustainable and enjoyable.

Strength and movement

It is important to continue exercising
during Ramadan to help maintain your
emotional and physical well-being.
For exercise during fasting hours,
choose cardiovascular exercises with
light intensity, i.e., walking for 20-45
minutes before Iftar.

While fasting, avoid strenuous activities, such as running and weight lifting.
These may lead to dehydration, fatigue,
and low blood pressure.
An ideal time to exercise is around two
hours after breaking your fast. This may
include resistance training of moderate
intensity for a maximum of 60 minutes,
or moderate to vigorous intensity circuit
training three days per week.

Smoke-free Ramadan

Smoking is an addiction and a habit. Breaking the habit and replacing it
with a healthy one can help you quit
for good. The Holy Month of Ramadan
is an excellent opportunity to make this
happen.
During Ramadan, smokers have de-

K(C)risp Kale and
strawberry salad

Use Ramadan as
your opportunity to
stop smoking, seek
professional help, get
support from family
and friends, and
consider cessation
aids.

nied themselves tobacco for around 15
hours of fasting each day. Use Ramadan
as your opportunity to stop smoking,
seek professional help, obtain support
from family and friends, and consider
using cessation aids to help you quit
smoking.
Other activities that may help include:
• Write down at least five reasons that
motivate you to stop smoking.
• List the foods and drinks you associate with smoking, such as coffee or
sweets, and then avoid them.
• Get sufficient sleep, as a lack of sleep
makes it much harder to resist cravings.
For more information on the JHAH
Smoking Cessation Program, email
SmokingCessation@JHAH.com.

Healthy food choices

JHAH Walking Trail

Break your fast with dates and water
followed by light soup and salad. This
technique will make you feel full on
fewer calories, and help you manage
your food consumption and reduce your
overall calorie intake.

The trail is located at JHAH Dhahran,
encircling the jebel opposite the main
hospital building.

Tips to help

Make a conscious choice to replace
fried and fatty foods, which are high
in calories and can trigger weight gain,
with high fiber foods such as vegetables. Keep your favorite veggies fresh in
the fridge.
Eating more slowly gives your body

Your Ramadan Recipe

Sapna Kokal is a Dhahran food blogger (instagram@myrootsmystory) who
is passionate about cooking and sharing delicious recipes with the world. A
strong believer that authentic flavors
and great food require a little work but
are worth the work, she offers recipes
that are practical, healthy, and packed
with spice and flavor.
“Celebrate your lunch or dinner with
a beautiful and vibrant bowl of salad,”
says Kokal. “Crisp green kale sprinkled
with fresh strawberries and avocados
tossed with a silky dressing — this is
such an easy salad to put together and
one that you’ll never tire of eating each
week.”
Kale’s rise to vegetable stardom hasn’t
happened overnight. This leafy goodness has evolved over the years, and
there are so many different varieties
available in the market. What you want
to look for when buying it are leaves
that are bright, crisp and curly, unblemished (without tiny holes as they indicate insect damage) and unwilted, with
no yellowing or browning on the edges.
Kale leaves retain their freshness lon-

ger than other greens. This salad is versatile, so you can play around with the
mix of greens; switch out kale with beet
greens or baby spinach, chard or romaine lettuce.

time to recognize when you have eaten a sufficient amount of food, and this
helps you avoid overeating.

Ramadan can be an opportunity to
kick start weight loss. If this is a goal for
you, it is a good time to start as fasting
restricts the eating window to around 10
hours a night.

2 tsp lemon juice
12 strawberries
1/3 cup feta cheese
2 avocados
4 tbsp roasted pine nuts

So why not give it a try?

Ingredients for the dressing:

Ingredients (for 2)
4 cups kale leaves
2 tsp olive oil
1 tsp crushed sea salt

4 tbsp olive oil
4 tbsp apple cider vinegar
2 tbsp honey

JHAH believes in building an inclusive, person-centered environment that
supports health and well-being. To help
achieve this, JHAH has introduced the
enhanced Al-Jabal Walking Trail.

The rubber flooring of the walking
trail is:
• Wheelchair and stroller accessible
• Shock absorbent for back support
and foot comfort
• Slip resistant for safety
• Labeled with distance markers so
you can track your fitness.

Crushed sea salt and pepper to taste
Balsamic or date vinegar for drizzle
Directions
1. Rinse kale leaves really well to remove any soil.
2. Pat leaves dry and de-stem — remove the leaves from the tough stems
and tear them into bite-sized pieces, collecting them in a large bowl.
3. Sprinkle salt, olive oil, and lemon
juice, and massage the leaves gently. It
helps to soften them.
4. Rinse strawberries and half or quarter them, add to the bowl with leaves.
5. Peel and chop avocado into bitesized pieces, add to the bowl with leaves
and strawberries.
6. Roast pine nuts until they brown
slightly and are fragrant; keep aside.
7. Crumble feta cheese (you can use a
different salty cheese if you wish) and
keep aside.
8. Combine ingredients for the dressing in a small bowl, reserving the balsamic vinegar for a final drizzle.
9. Combine the salad with nuts and
the dressing, mixing well to coat the
leaves.
10. Add the crumbled feta and drizzle
with balsamic vinegar generously, give
everything a quick toss and transfer it to
a salad bowl or plate.
Enjoy!
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‘Taking Your Ideas to Market’
U.S.
patents
granted
in 2020

applications
for U.S.
patents filed
in 2020

corporate
innovation
participation
in 2020

implemented
ideas

Aramco showcases innovation and patented accomplishments

By Scott Baldauf

In recognition of World Intellectual
Property Day, the Corporate Innovation
Board held a virtual meeting on Monday,
April 26, showcasing Aramco’s accomplishments in patenting and innovation,
reinforcing the company’s image as a
technology leader in the energy industry.
The event, called “Saudi Aramco Intellectual Property Day” and themed
“Taking Your Ideas to Market,” was live
broadcast through Shahed and featured
keynote speeches by management, recognition of selected commercialized
technologies, commercialized intellectual property success stories, and commercialization best practices.

Decades dedicated to growth

Jamil J. Al-Bagawi, the chief engineer
and chairman of the Corporate Innovation Board, told attendees that the company has made remarkable progress
since 2001, the year the company created its Corporate Innovation Program.
In the past two decades, Aramco has
dramatically increased the number of
patents that directly impact the company’s efficiency and profitability, and
has identified the company’s place as a
world leader in innovation.
“We are all proud that Aramco is now
the leader among its peers in the number of U.S. patents granted,” Al-Bagawi

said. “In 2020, Aramco was
granted 683 U.S. patents,
while it filed a further
1,183 applications,
more than any other international oil
company. Aramco’s patent portfolio has increased
by more than
2,000 U.S. patents
in the past six years
alone.”
A focus on securing
patents has gone handin-hand with an innovation
revolution at the company,
Al-Bagawi added.
“After 20 years, we are now
reaping the benefits of reaching
unprecedented performance in
corporate innovation,” Al-Bagawi
said. “For example, last year and despite the pandemic, we achieved over
60% corporate innovation participation,
exceeding the industry best practice of
30%, achieved over 9,000 implemented
ideas, and realized nearly half a billion
dollars in value.”

Industrywide recognition

This excellent performance in innovation is getting noticed in the industry. In
2020, Aramco was ranked by the Boston Consulting Group as the most inno-

vative company in the Middle
East and Africa in its 2020
Most Innovative Companies report.
Following the
opening
remarks, two keynote presentations
highlighted the
corporate accomplishments in the
Intellectual Property
and Innovation:
• Saudi Aramco Intellectual Property: Journey and Accomplishments, presented by
Bashir M. Dabbousi, manager
of the Technology Strategy and
Planning Department.
• Corporate Innovation Program: Achieving Excellence, presented by Yousif A. Al-Ghamdi, head of
the Technology Management Division.
The event also included recognition of
nine selected commercialized technologies. Some of the company’s commercialization success stories highlighted
during the virtual event included:
• Full Wave Sonic, presented by Christopher B. Ayadiuno, a senior geological
consultant from EXPEC ARC.
• CAN-X Catalysts, presented by Omer

Café sessions help turn talk into innovation
By Ahmed Abdelmoeti

The Southern Area Oil Operations’
(SAOO) Manpower Development Division (MDD) recently held a series of
knowledge café sessions, with over 20
hours of people conversations generating more than 30 innovative ideas.
The sessions were designed to integrate people conversations (one of our
Four Critical Behaviors) to open doors
for people to express themselves (another critical behavior, empowerment) and
help transform their lives.
Business consultant David Gurteen
created the knowledge café as a means
to bring people together for productive
conversations that should lead to better
decision making and innovation.
MDD launched its first cafés in Abqaiq
and Mubarraz, meeting in small groups.
The sessions featured more than 20 hours
of knowledge sharing, and participants
were encouraged to generate more than

30 ideas. These ideas were then consolidated to develop action plans.

Different atmosphere

“I liked the principles of the café, such
as everyone is equal, there are no preconceived outcomes, and engaging in
small groups. This gave us a different atmosphere to share our ideas with a different attitude,” said Hisham H. Al Su-

• Integrated Nodes, presented by Soliman M. Almadi, a senior engineering
consultant from the Process and Control
Systems Department.
The event also showcased several corporate best practices that Aramco organizations have developed for the commercialization of intellectual property:
• Commercialization Strategy Development Best Practices, presented by Mazen A. Sadat, Corporate Innovation Unit
supervisor from the Operational Excellence Department.
• Commercialization Best Practices,
presented by Eric K. Tonui, a science
specialist from the Technology Strategy
and Planning Department.
Monday’s event concluded with a panel discussion involving the presenters to
highlight their insights and answer the
audience’s questions.
These accomplishments, resulting
from strategic decisions, leadership, and
hard work, put the company in an enviable position to weather the challenges
ahead of us. And for every innovative
idea that comes from an Aramco employee, we are proving that Aramco’s
greatest asset is our people.

A series of knowledge
café sessions have
generated more than 30
innovative ideas. The
sessions, organized by
the Manpower
Development Division in
Southern Area Oil
Operations, emphasized
the company’s critical
behavior of people
conversations to develop
innovative ideas and
better decision making.

“The café gave us a wonderful opportunity to think creatively and speak
openly so that we can enhance our
daily operations and increase our engagement and satisfaction,” said Abdulrahman A. Aldoghan, from the Plant
Specific Training Unit.

Knowledge cafés differ from other
forms of business meetings as participants are actively urged to engage in
constructive dialogues and work toward
a shared goal that benefits every participant and the organization.

R. Koseoglu, a principal scientist from
the Research and Development Center
Department.

wayigh from the Operation Evaluation
and Quality Assurance Unit.

Management support

“As a supervisor in MDD, I felt that
my team members were so eager to
participate in the café,” said Mishari M.
Jaafary, supervisor of the Planning and
Training Coordination Unit, who noted
everyone could speak without man-

agement attending and that their ideas
were captured and shared later anonymously.
Abdul Latif M. Odail, superintendent of
HR in MDD, said, “We enjoy a very encouraging and motivating atmosphere. I
liked the participation and ideas from the
MDD staff, and we have already started
implementing the ones that will add value to our organization and to SAOO.”

April 28, 2021
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Aramco wins international award for COVID-19 response
Aramco, through its Sea Water Injection Department (SWID), recently received international accolades for its response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
company received the “COVID-19 Response and Recovery of the Year” Award
given by the Disaster Recovery Institute
International (DRI) at the organization’s
virtual Resilience Excellence Summit.

The DRI is a New York-based education and accreditation nonprofit that
helps organizations around the world
prepare for and recover from disasters.
SWID’s efforts to manage the pandemic were highlighted, as was the way it
modeled and adapted its unique operations.

Aramco trumps rivals

A rival finalist was AT&T, a multinational conglomerate and the world’s
largest telecommunications company. Participants in the award included
Bank of America, airline JetBlue, aerospace and defense contractor Northrop

SWID’S COVID-19
response focused on:

1. Empowering the task force
2. Conducting awareness measures
3. Strengthening the Employee
Wellness and Engagement Program
4. Instituting response measures
5. Managing resilience measures.

Grumman, pharmaceutical retailer
Walgreens, accountants Ernst & Young
MENA, and insurer SAI Global.
Khalid H. Al Jamea, manager of SWID,
said the department’s business continuity in the face of the pandemic was vital
to Aramco’s operations. “It is critical as
we pump in seawater to pump out oil.
“(The award) is attributed to early
adaptation of corporate guidelines for
our needs, earnest efforts across the
management team for business continuity, and empowerment of a dedicated
COVID-19 response task force,” he said.

Focus on people

The cornerstone of our approach to
business continuity and resilience during
the pandemic was its focus on people,
including a focus on health, safety, security, and the environment, as well as
employee engagement.
SWID invested in training its task
force, such as accrediting its Business
Continuity coordinator, and its employees, including promoting online courses
offered by the World Health Organization.
The continuity response was also centered on empathy in a wellness and
employee engagement program, accommodating employees’ circumstances
whether living under lockdown, being
an active COVID-19 case, dealing with
preexisting conditions, or being considered essential to run SWID’s many geographically scattered facilities.
SWID also developed a COVID-19 online dashboard to monitor the department’s active cases, their contacts, and

their recovery.

Also, leaning on digital transformation, facilities were enabled with remote
control features that enable the operation of equipment in one facility remotely from an adjacent facility should
the need arise. A transition to virtual
meetings enabled remote work from
home for employees residing around
the Kingdom.

A leading example

A COVID-19 weekly management
meeting was conducted virtually to provide updates on resilience and business
continuity, share the latest health instructions, and guide employee wellness
and engagement amid the pandemic.

Ahmed M. Orfali, the COVID-19 task
force leader, said, “This approach was
good for our people, effective for our
business continuity, and evidently a leading example deserving an award from the
dedicated global organization for business continuity and disaster recovery.”

Jim Schultz retires after almost 11 years
James (Jim) J. Schultz, HR manager
with the Corporate Venturing Department, retires from the company at the
end of April.

“My only regret is that I didn’t join
Aramco sooner,” Schultz said. “In spite
of being here 10 years, I’m always
meeting new people who have been
here as long as or longer than we
have.

Born in Oakland, California, Schultz
has spent almost 11 years with Aramco, joining the company in the fall of
2010 as a senior HR analyst.

“I joined a new business line last year,
and I am learning new things, proving
that even after a 40-year career, an old
dog can learn new tricks.”

Rewarding career

As an HR professional with a B.A. degree in Economics from the University
of California, Berkeley, and an MBA
from Saint Mary’s College of California,
Schultz said the most rewarding aspect
of his career with Aramco has been his
exposure to cultural diversity and discovering a common global humanity
from living and working abroad.
“We may have differences culturally,
but we all share similar values of love
of family, homeland, traditions, and
wanting a better future for our children. Our similarities far outweigh our

My only regret is that I
didn’t join Aramco
sooner.

— Jim Schultz

The pandemic has curtailed plans to
tour Europe upon leaving the Kingdom, so Schultz and wife Yuko postponed their holiday and will return directly to their home in The Woodlands,
Texas.

Future plans

Jim Schultz and his wife, Yuko, are leaving the Kingdom this month after more than a decade,
where he worked as a Human Resources manager in the Corporate Venturing Department.

differences,” Schultz said.
Recalling his journey to employment
with Aramco, Schultz explained, “I was
22 and fresh out of college. My opportunity to join the international oil industry came about when a senior HR
analyst at Chevron Overseas Petroleum
transferred to Aramco, and I was hired
to replace him.
“Back then, the four major U.S. oil
companies loaned expatriate talent to
our company. The relationship with
Aramco was very important, and we

were advised to support any request
received,” Schultz said.
In fact, Schulz said, he got his start
preparing expatriate assignment letters
and compensation worksheets while
administering employees transferring
to the Middle East.
“Little could I have imagined that I’d
spend a significant part of my later career there, too,” he said, adding that it
was a young Saudi manager in the U.S.
for training that he met and got him
interested in Aramco.

Future plans focus on travel to areas
in the U.S. that the keen golfing couple haven’t seen before, cruises to new
and remote destinations, learning to
ski again, and visiting friends all over
the world.
“We look forward to spending extended time in Japan, where my wife’s
family lives, and exploring the back
roads of that beautiful and exotic Far
Eastern land,” Schultz said.
“Our life in Dhahran represents the
longest time we’ve been in any single
location in our entire married life. This
company and community are very special to us. We leave with great memories and heartfelt gratitude for the
privilege of living and working here.”
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No worries. Activate your Digital ID on the ISO
mySecurity App and you’ll always have access.
In the morning rush, it’s easy to sometimes forget your Aramco ID. But now you
can activate your Digital ID on the mySecurity App to gain access at security gates
for unrestricted facilities.
While the Digital ID does not replace your physical company ID, it is a convenient
backup for use when you forget your ID or choose to use touchless technology.
To activate your Digital ID, open the mySecurity App, tap the Digital ID tile, and
follow the simple instructions. Then you are good to go!
If you do not yet have the mySecurity App, please scan the QR code below
to download it on your personal registered iOS or Android device.
Welcome to digital transformation and another service brought to you by
Industrial Security Operations in collaboration with Information Technology.
Get the ISO mySecurity App

Photographic
memory
Helicopter over the Rub’ al-Khali
Helicopters enabled crews in the Rub’ al-Khali
to complete more than 6,000 meters of seismic
coverage a day, more than double the rate
possible in this region without their support. In
1966, Aramco leased for the first time five Bell
helicopters to carry men, materials, and seismic
equipment to areas of the Rub’ al-Khali. (Photo
by B.H. Moody)
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